
GOGOL AND COMPANY 
came into being on the summer solstice of 2010 and nearly a decade of ideas noted 
on pads of paper, nights spent together imagining, and days working to learn what we 
do.
We believe in sharing. We are a place of cultural independence, a social stronghold, a 
place to stay. The bookshop, café and exhibition space are our three souls that move 
in parallel to narrate what we are. 

The armchairs are our emblem: here, you can pass time reading, thinking, inventing, 
without having anyone rushing you.
We are an independent bookshop, the selecting and suggesting of books is carried 
out, title by title, by our booksellers, every corner hosts a different publisher and we 
speak directly with each one of them.
Between the downstairs and the upstairs we have many sections to discover: from 
literature to humanities, photography and all of the visual arts todesign and comics, 
underground cultures to culinary, and even some space dedicated to the little ones 
and their first books.
We organise literary and musical events, and also specialised courses in writing, 
literature, and publishing courses and any cultural proposition that interests us and 
reflects us.
We have a space dedicated to co-working where you are work on your projects freely, 
taking advantage of the free wifi.

We are a gallery and we open our exhibition space to the neighbourhood and the city, 
promoting projects in which the activity and artistic creation become instruments of 
observation of the present and new proposals of the vision of reality.
Art reflects our continuing research into sharing and the desire to integrate different 
languages, capable of moving and communicating with the entire community and not 
only with insiders.
We like to idea of being able to organise exhibitions in a climate of complete 
collaboration and synergy with the artists. By our choice and passions, we favour 
curating photography and illustrative exhibitions, but we think that every form of art 
deserves to be valorised, as long as there is a clear message behind it.

Our menu is made up of simple things and based on fresh and genuine foods that vary 
from season to season.
From breakfast to lunch to aperitif, we prepare, on the spot, our plates with instinct, 
passion and fantasy; from buttery croissants to servings of goats’ cheese, from freshly 
made fruit juices to home made desserts, from topped bagels to hummus with 
vegetables.
In the sunny season, we animate piazza Berlinguer with evenings accompanied by jazz 
music in which the producers of the artisanal beer and wine from our menu take part, 
ready to tell you about their products and their history.
We also specialize in offering tasting courses in the world of sake and incursions into 
mixology.
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